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There’s been a breach in global stabilizer technology.  Now you can blow away the competition
with Doinker’s® new Quadra-Flex™ Modular System — the first and only modular multi-rod stabilizer
system that provides a higher degree of bow-shock suppression
— and control — previously unheard of in competitive shooting.

The exclusive Doinker Quadra-Flex Modular System features four 
carbon rods to cancel out low and high modulations.  Plus, the system 

employs Lexan® couplers for added strength and durability. It also utilizes
the “free floating” and, proprietary Doinker ITP, (interrupted transfer polymer) technology 
in its compression sleeves for exceptional sound dampening and shock absorption. 

The Doinker Quadra-Flex Modular System is precision engineered to interface with 
the special Quadra-Flex end-cap, individual stack weights, and the Doinker movable 
counterweight system.  This allows the shooter to pick the right weight — and move it — 

to best suit his or her individual shooting style.
So take it from the Pro’s — Championship accuracy starts with Doinker.  

See your local archery Pro Shop today — for the finest selection 
of Doinker products and shooting accessories.
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Available in selected lengths and colors: 
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Cobalt Blue, Ruby Red, Crystal Clear and Smoke.
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E d i t o r i a l
The Koreans Are Coming!
The Koreans Are Coming!
Within just the last few months we are getting inundated with Korean
coaches telling how they do it. “It” being dominating Olympic style archery
so thoroughly that the women’s FITA round record for Olympic recurve
(1405) is now higher than the world record for compound! In this issue you
will find an article on Coach Kim, Hyung Tak’s seminar in April at the Chula
Vista OTC and a review of Coach Kisik Lee’s (Australia’s head coach via
Korea) new book, Total Archery. We are hoping someone will write up Coach
Park’s (of Win&Win) seminar at the University of Texas. Any takers out
there?

Minor Confessions
Okay, I have to come clean. I am a stalker.

I walk the aisles of archery trade shows reading name badges and when
a name rings a bell, well, I just can’t help myself. Three years ago at the
NFAA’s Atlantic City Archery Classic I was walking along and saw this guy,
badge read “Dean Pridgen.” My mind was racing—”The Dean Pridgen?”
“He’s still alive!” “He’s got a bow in his hand! He’s competing!” I just could-
n’t help myself. I rushed up to him, introduced myself, and gushed, “You
have to write for us!” Dean was very polite but he looked at this wild man
confronting him and then scanned the area for a security guard, just in case.
I was totally oblivious to the fact he is less than ten years older than I, but to
do all the things he has done with a bow, I figured he had to be a least 150.
I was relentless. Every time I saw him over the last three years I wimpered
and begged and pleaded and . . . yes, I‘ll admit it, I stalked him . . . and it
paid off! You can read Dean’s first article to grace our pages in this very issue.
I say the first because if he doesn’t keep writing for us, I will start stalking
him again!

Seriously, I take great pleasure in getting to meet so many of you and
talk about what you might share with the readers of AFm to help all of them
become better archers. After all, that’s the Korean’s secret! (Don’t tell any-
body, but they share everything with one another and they all do archery the
best way they can. Come to think of it; that’s what we are trying to do!)

I don’t know about you, but I feel better now.

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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Bowhunters love nothing more than to talk about
the arrows they shoot, much like car enthusiasts
can’t resist talking about what’s roaring under the
hood. While many hunters prefer carbon arrows
these days to aluminum for various reasons, alu-
minum is still the steak. In good times and bad,
aluminum has put more trophies on the wall.
Maybe I’ve got a soft spot for aluminum, but I can’t
help it. They’ve never let me down. 

Even if you shoot carbon now and view alu-
minum as a dinosaur, you can’t knock alu-
minum’s thunder. Ever since the late James D.
“Doug” Easton brought the world the superb
aluminum hunting shaft back in 1939,
bowhunting has never been the same. There are
reasons for my enthusiasm about aluminum, too.
Here’s a look at four of
them:

1. Cost Most of us work
hard for our money and we
want to get the most out of
what we have to spend.
Specifically, aluminum arrows
are increasingly affordable and
you get a terrific product for
your buck. Prices vary, start-
ing with the XX75 bunch,
up to the fantastic XX78
shaft. When you combine
overall performance with
value, aluminum consistent-
ly shines bright. While some
lower-end carbon arrows sell
for about US $70 per dozen,
you can get twelve top-of-
the-line Easton XX78 alu-
minum shafts for that price.

Throughout the course
of a shooting year arrows

can and will become lost or damaged, rendering
them unshootable. Therefore, buying arrows is
something that must be done periodically. When
you buy aluminum arrows you have the option
of purchasing them already fletched with vanes
or feathers, in various sizes, shapes, and colors.
You also have the option of a half dozen or a full
dozen. Other add-ons include inserts and various
shaped nocks. With all of the choices combined,
you can get a handful of pristine customized
shafts ready to shoot without breaking the bank.

2. Straightness: Arrow performance boils
down to one simple factor—uniformity. The
arrow must be manufactured straight in length
and also consistent in wall thickness. And alu-
minum shafts are still the straightest shafts going.
For the record, be aware that carbon shafts are

not as straight overall as you
may have been led to
believe. They’ve gotten
much, much better, but still,
be aware and examine your
carbon shafts closely. 

Both the width and
length must be consistent in
all of the shafts you shoot out
of a particular bow. Uniform-
ity and straightness of an
arrow transforms mediocre
accuracy, particularly with
fixed-blade broadheads, into
superb, genuinely perfectly
tuned tackle. The XX78 alu-
minum shafts are guaranteed
straight within 0.0015 inch
over their entire lengths. The
XX75 shafts are guaranteed
to within 0.003 inch. For
good groupings with broad-
heads, your arrows need toB
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Jason Butler

Got Aluminum?
Aluminum shafts have prevailed for a lifetime. What makes this arrow
material the choice for so many bowhunters?

Bowhunters still rave about aluminum. Here,
Paul Arnold looks over an aluminum arrow that
he had just shot a buck with. The arrow is as
straight and accurate as ever.
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be straight somewhere between
these two values. 

3. Multiple Diameters
There’s no arguing that for every
bow-and-arrow combination there
is an aluminum arrow of exact
spine and weight. Any particular
bow will fire one of the vast num-
bers of aluminum shafts available. Roughly, any given
poundage you shoot will have the option between two or
three spine sizes. The wrong spine size will never provide
for pure accuracy, while the proper shaft can. If you find
yourself fighting your bow when tuning, it’s very possi-
ble that you may be shooting the wrong size shaft rec-
ommended for your bow.

Easton provides an easy to read chart designed for
archers to refer to when selecting shaft sizes of aluminum
arrows. There are over 50 different shaft sizes with diam-
eters ranging from 14/64 to 26/64 inch, and wall thick-
nesses between 0.011 and 0.019 inch. Again, Easton’s
Hunting Chart distinguishes between different charac-
teristics of a bow, including draw weight, draw length,
various cam shape, let-off, and so forth. This narrows
your choice of arrow down to only a couple of sizes and
ultimately one preferred size. You can nitpick and get it
right. 

4. Weight Variance Serious bowhunters are aware of
their total arrow weight with the shaft completed and all
components assembled. Why? This notion makes them a
more aware, time-tested bowhunter. It’s no secret many
bowhunters love bows that fire arrows like a beam of
light.

Rehashing this immediately brings a question to
mind that I often hear. “How much speed do I really
need?” Followed by, “How much speed can I get using
aluminum?” Those bowhunters who want the extra 10 to
20 fps can rightfully achieve that extra zip by being strict
advocates of Easton Superlight shafts. Superlight arrows
weigh less than regular Easton shafts of the same spine,

equaling more arrow speed with-
out altering anything else about a
particular setup.

On the flip side, many of you
probably advocate a hard-hitting,
heavy weight setup for game big-
ger than deer. Respectfully, you
can properly get tremendous

arrow weight using volatile aluminum regardless of your
bow standards. Personally, I prefer a heavy hunting arrow

somewhere around 550 grains for all of my hunting. To
me it is a good compromise between speed, accuracy,
noise, and forgiveness of shooting errors.

Like many modern bowhunters, I still prefer aluminum
for all of my bowhunting. I greatly enjoy firing modern-
day carbon arrows at 3-D shoots and various other
ranges, but when it comes to my trophy room and floor
freezer, aluminum has always done it for me on both
counts. Furthermore, aluminum shafts are also sold by
all pro shops and mail order archery catalogs. They’re
handy. I think it’s safe to say that aluminum has been
around since Seabiscuit was winning races and they’ll still
be killing game for many seasons after you and I are tak-
ing a dirt nap!

“Maybe I’ve got a soft
spot for aluminum, but
I can’t help it. They’ve
never let me down.”

Carbon buffs have their market, too. These arrows also shoot well from a
well-tuned bow.

Aluminum arrows are accurate. From a practiced hand, they are just as
deadly as any other arrow material.

Jason Butler is a freelance
outdoor writer and photogra-
pher who lives in Richmond,
VA. As much as Jason likes
writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.
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For some time I hesitated to write this article, but it
seems each time I go to a shoot someone asks me a ques-
tion or two about what happens and what to expect in
the “senior” years. There are, of course, a million things,
but I will try to cover some of the more important ones.
All of these are based on my personal experiences and
what I did to fix them. The years covered are from  55
to 68, which is the age I will be by the time you read
this.

At 55, if you haven’t had some need for glasses or
other eye correction, consider yourself lucky. I shot
fuzzy spots (on the target) until I was 63. Since I
shoot a telescopic sight (freestyle), I didn’t have a
problem with the fuzzy spot on the target, but I
noticed I could no longer see the aiming dot in my
scope. Something had to be done at this time. Lasix
surgery was out; I didn’t want to invest that much at
this time so I opted for glasses. After a couple of
weeks trying to shoot with glasses and having a ter-
rible time seeing across the bridge of my nose and all
kinds of light reflections, I decided to explore the
possibility of soft contact
lenses. After a trip to the
eye doctor and putting
the contacts in for the
first time I was amazed! It
was like I had been re-
born; I couldn’t believe I
was seeing so well. This
change has kept me in
archery to the present. I get the prescription
changed each year, so that problem is fixed. 

Now let’s talk about balance. All of you have
experienced a little feeling of falling over or weaving
back and forth on the line before, of course at full
draw. Well, it gets more pronounced and happens
more often on this side of 55. The best thing you

can do is take some balance exercises out of a book
and practice them at home, maybe while watching
TV. One such exercise is standing on one foot with
your arms outstretched for as long as you can, then
switching to the other foot and repeating. Another
is walking up and down the stairs in total darkness
without grabbing the handrail. This may sound silly
to some, but believe me, there are those among you
who know exactly what I am talking about. These
exercises will help you when you are standing on
uneven ground and have poor footing when at full
draw.

Of course, everyone asks about my nerves, and
I can tell you that they will be there for the duration
of your archery career! Those nerves are a product of
how much we pressure ourselves in tournaments. It
seems that the more you want to win, the more that
nerves come into the picture. I also think that
because the clock is ticking on this side of 55, that
the small accomplishments mean more to us per-
sonally, which, in turn, brings our nerves to the sur-
face. There isn’t much you can do about them; they

are part of us, and how
well we can handle them
will be a measure of how
well we do in tourna-
ments. It is more difficult
as we age, however. I
always try to play down
an event as much as I can
in my mind. This allows

me to settle down and shoot my best.
Our bodies at this age continue to surprise us

with the likes of cramps, soreness in joints, and
shocks (yes, I said shocks) on the line while trying to
compete. Sometimes when I draw my bow back, a
shock (just like an electrical shock) will go through
my wrist and I almost lose control; in other words,

Dean Pridgen

Archery Beyond
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“Of course, everyone asks
about my nerves and I can
tell you that they will be
there for the duration of

your archery career!”
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I am very close to a pre-fire. There are also times when you
won’t be able to shoot for a couple of days because of sore-
ness or joint pain. Not to worry about these, as they seem to
be very temporary and of short duration. If they linger for
more than a week, I would get professional advice. What is
real scary is a cramp while you are trying to shoot. I’ve had
them in my bow arm and couldn’t pull a bow for twenty
minutes. That scares the life out of me because it could hap-
pen anywhere. When you take the time and money to go to
a Vegas or national shoot, to have something like that hap-
pen, well, it would be very disappointing. The best advice I
can give is to eat healthy and take care of yourself.

The last thing I’m going to cover in this article is scores.
From 55 to 60 you are likely to lose very little from

where you were before. In other words, you should be able
to compete and enjoy the scores you were shooting at 54. At
60 and up to 65 your scores will drop some and any consis-
tency you counted on will be fading away. You will have to
practice more and you will attain less, but it is necessary to
stay at your best. The thing that is most noticed is our work
ethic. We used to practice a lot and it was a joy to get out
there every day and do it. At this time we don’t go out as
much and seem to look at it as work. Believe me; this has a
lot to do with how we shoot. Take yourself as an example.
Remember when you shot so well and how much fun it was,
when you practiced it was fun and you couldn’t get enough
of it? I have always believed that one had to love what they
were doing and absolutely look forward to going out to
practice to excel in a given endeavor. Don’t get me wrong,
though, this age thing doesn’t mean we still don’t have fun
and enjoyment doing this. All those guys you have shot
against have aged right along with you, and you get to com-
pete with the same bunch that you always have. 

I have noticed a big difference from 65 to my present
age of 68. Once you qualify for the Master Seniors, things
happen. The scores are considerably lower and consistency
is a word of the past. I used to shoot 60X NFAA indoor
rounds quite often in practice, but have only done it once in
the last two years. I can go to a shoot one week and shoot
58 Xs one round and 50 Xs the next. I seem to have no con-
sistency. 

Sometimes practice has meaning and other times you
would think it hurts your game. It used to be that I had an
“A” game in my game bag; now I have a game but haven’t a
clue what’s going to come out, even though I practice more
that I ever have. I don’t want you to take this as complain-
ing, I love my archery, but I hope all of you are getting an
idea of what to expect and learn from my experiences. After
all, I see these “senior” divisions as a way for us to compete
against each other and wind down our competitive natures
as we go on with life’s journey.

One last thing—all of the great shooting being done by our
sport’s young guns out there is being looked upon with

pride and envy by the likes of us (seniors). We know you
joke about our problems and excuses and, believe me, we
have had discussions about all of you in our conversations.
It’s always been in fun and good humor and I’m proud to be
in the thick of it.

Archery is a lifetime sport!

Dean Pridgen, a living legend
and still winning, started shooting
archery in 1968 and within four
years had acquired the skills to com-
pete in and win his first attempt at
Outdoor Nationals (Ludlow, MA
1972). During his 33 years of com-
petitive archery, Dean has won 117
State and Sectional titles as well as
23 National Championships, having won over one third of the
national events he competed in. One of his proudest accomplish-
ments is that he hasn’t missed an indoor or outdoor NFAA nation-
al competition from 1972 to the present. He has been recognized
five times as both the Easton Points Champion and Shooter of the
Year in the NFAA Professional Division. Dean was inducted into
the Oklahoma Archery Hall of Fame in December of 2004.
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It wasn’t all that long ago that people were talking
about the Korean Mystique. The Koreans had domi-
nated international Olympic-style archery since the
early 1980s, but no one was quite sure how they were
doing it. I first noticed the ice breaking a little when
Chris Shull and Guy Krueger went to Korea and
Chris wrote about what they learned over there
(AFm, Issues 6-6, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3). Well, the ice has
broken and the dam has burst! Not only has Kisik
Lee, Korean Olympic Coach in 1992 and 1996,
become head coach in Australia and led them to
Olympic gold, but he has written about his techniques
in his new book “Total Archery” (see the review of
Total Archery elsewhere in this issue). And within
three months of this year we get major seminars from
Mr. Park, Kyung Rae (of Win&Win) and Coach
Kim, Hyung Tak! Coach Kim, presenter in this sem-
inar, not only was a successful coach for the Korean
Olympic and National Teams, but he  also founded
the Korean Archery Coaches Association (KACA) in
1984.

The seminar occurred April 8-10. The three days
were broken into two seminars—all day Friday
and Saturday morning for coaches,
Saturday afternoon and all day Sunday for
shooters. Many of the coaches also partici-
pated in the shooters’ seminar.

Mr. Kim was aided by a different inter-
preter each day, but most of his presentation
was delivered by him in English. I admit to
having trouble following everything he said.
I did ask for clarifications from Coach Kim
and occasionally from Lloyd Brown and
also M.J. Rogers, but any mistakes made
herein are entirely my responsibility.

The seminar was organized by Lloyd
Brown, U.S. Olympic Team Coach in
1996 and 2000, and sponsored by the

National Archery Association at the Chula Vista
Olympic Training Center near San Diego,
California.

The Coach’s Seminar
Coach Kim started by laying out the basic struc-
ture of the KACA program. Basically it is:
Elementary School (ages 10-12, sometimes as
young as 8)—

• 5-8 archers per school – one coach (usually a
woman)

• 10 arrows in quiver
• 300-500 arrows a day at 20m/30m (no FITA

rounds)
• 4-5 hours per day of shooting

Middle School (<15 of age)—
• 30m/50m (no FITA Rounds)

High School—
• single FITA rounds (144 arrows)

You have probably heard that the kids start
with mimetics, progress to a stretch band, then a
light drawing bow (no arrow) and this takes weeks
or months before they get to shoot an arrow. Yep,
it is true . . . and when they do get an arrow, there

Steve Ruis

Korean Archery Seminar
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A Seminar Review

The large turnout required the use of one of the semipermanent tents at
the Olympic Training Center.
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is no target face!
Coach Kim, using PowerPoint slides and video clips

(Korean Windows XP is just as bad as our own), took us
through every part of the shot and why it needs to be the
way it is. He also allowed that “all shooters are different”
but that all are taught the same initially and only start
experimenting with personal styles when they reach high
school. The progression from beginning to end is:

• Start teaching form (only!)
• Then teach form and feeling
• Then teach form and feeling and arrow flight
• Then focus on feeling and arrow flight
• Then just on arrow flight

In effect, at the highest level form and feeling are
eventually relegated to the subconscious mind and we all
know how the subconscious mind is trained—through
repetition.

There is no aspect of form or technique that is unwor-
thy of study. There is infinite attention to detail. As an
example, when the younger archers are growing they are
backed up to a wall at the shooting range about every three
months and their wingspan is penciled onto the wall.
When this measure increases, draw lengths are adjusted.
Their tabs are examined for wear to see if their form is con-
sistent. (The tab should be worn evenly across the fingers).

The Koreans have a standard method for teaching
using a clicker. They have a technique for pre-training the
release! Okay, I’ll share (even though you didn’t pay for the
seminar, you bought the magazine)! Before students are
allowed to shoot arrows they go through “pre-training the
release” using a lightweight practice bow. Coach Kim
demonstrated by holding the bow (firmly) with the student

short-drawing the bow and practicing a short, crisp release.
Then he used the same technique holding the bow this
time quite near the student’s face so he could achieve an
anchor, drawing the bow only several inches and then
effecting a short, crisp release. This could be practiced by
putting a stretch band on the bow (or I have seen a slight-

ly longer string used). It is put on the practice bow and then
you can, in effect, dry fire the bow (the normal string pre-
vents damage when the longer string is drawn and loosed).
When asked how long this “pre-training” might take,
Coach Kim answered “about a day,” but some are faster,
others slower. And remember they have to shoot quite a few
arrows and get them to group before a target is offered.
(The target is used as an incentive to the “blank balers.”)

There is just too much detail to share much of it, but
let me share, just to indicate the level of detail involved,
that the technique of the release (loosing the string) is bro-
ken down into aspects—the distance of the release, the
speed of the release, the direction of the release, the bal-
ance of the release, and the timing of the release. Wow!

The Shooter’s Seminar
Where the coaches seminar actually ran a little long, the
shooters seminar got off to a bit of a wandering start. The
gist of the Saturday afternoon session was a plea for archers
to pay attention to their coaches! My impression is that, in
Korea, athletes are part of a team and part of the athlete’s
role is to be obedient to the coach; so Koreans don’t have
to be exhorted to listen to their coaches, but apparently
are aware of a certain “independence of thought” prevalent
among western athletes. This was followed by a quick
review of the shot from the KACA’s point of view. Since
many of the participants had sat through the coach’s sem-
inar, this was practically a review, so many took the oppor-
tunity to ask clarifying questions.

The seminar continued on the field early Sunday
morning. Coach Kim led the group through aerobic and
stretching warm-ups and then had them shoot 50m and
30m, rounds logging their hits on arrow charts. On the
30m rounds Coach Kim had the archers also shoot and log
bare shaft shots.

Coach Kim took digital video of each of the archers
for review later. After lunch we met again in the big tent

Continued on the Next Page
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Coach Kim used PowerPoint and many video clips in his presentations.

This was not a sit on your hands seminar. And, yes, there was a target butt
to receive the arrows!



and Coach Kim reviewed the arrow
hit patterns and showed video clips.
About 80% of the participants had
release problems (his estimate—
mine was higher!). I was amazed by
Coach Kim’s ability to get right to
the heart of each archer’s problem.
All of those flyaway releases had any
number of causes, and he had pre-
scriptions for each. I later queried
some of the participants to see if they
felt they had gotten their money’s
worth. Several said what they had
heard was very profound and felt
that they had received a “key” to
work through their particular prob-
lem. High praise indeed!

I had a significant realization myself. By viewing the
many video clips woven into Coach Kim’s presentation I
felt like I could see each person’s shot layered over an image
of what a near-perfect shot would look like. This is a coach
training advantage that many overlook. Korean coaches
observe thousands of well-executed shots every week (if
not in a day). Eventually each of them has a mental image
of the shot that is near perfect. Some of them are so good
they can watch an archer shoot and tell that their release is
too slow or too fast (just the finger moving part!). A
Korean coach could observe a million well-executed shots
in under five years. How many well-executed shots have
you observed?

The Korean Mystique Demystified
It is now quite evident to me how it is that the Koreans
have so dominated international recurve archery. It has
very little to do with technique or equipment. It has to do
with two things—coaching and competition. The Koreans
have designed an archery program based on the quality
movement, introduced to Asia by W. Edwards Deming, an
American. These principles can be used to build cars or
bows, or to train archers. Two of the basic components of
such a program are stan-
dardized methods and con-
tinuous improvement.
Coach Kim was instrumen-
tal in getting all Korean
archery coaches to provide
the same instruction based
on their common under-
standing of how a shot is
performed. Then, any
changes have to be proven
scientifically or in competi-
tion, but once proven
everyone adopts them.

At the beginning of the

seminar, Coach Kim asked, “Who is the best archery
coach in the world?” His answer was, “No one knows, but
really all should be the same!” In effect, he is saying that all
coaches should teach the same thing, even though he
emphasized over and over in his seminar that coaches are
all different; they have different personalities, different was
of communicating, etc. Westerners usually think that stan-
dardized procedures are stultifying, “You mean we all have
to do it the same way? I’m not a robot!” On the contrary,
once standardization occurs, then improvement happens,
but only based on convincing proof. (In “The Toyota
Way” by Jeffrey K. Liker, the author claims that if no
changes to procedures occur within just a couple of days
in a Toyota plant, a manager is tasked to find out why. The
expectation is that all employees are constantly looking for
better ways to do things, and once they find these new,
better ways, they are expected to share them.) The exam-
ple given by Coach Kim was that they used to teach a very
short release (2-3 inches). I had previously noticed this on
the 2000 Olympic video. They now finish the shot with
the index finger below the ear. The feeling was that a
longer release held up to the pressure of competition bet-
ter. (My guess is that the longer release gives more feel to

the shot.) Please note that
all Korean archers are
taught the longer release
now.

The studies the
Koreans are doing with
archers using force plat-
forms, video, and other
tools are nothing new. We
were doing them in the
1980s, but somehow we
stopped (or at least slowed
way down) doing such
studies. American coaches
are nowhere near being in
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A goodly number of these coaches also stayed for the shooter’s seminar than began after a lunch break
on Saturday. Coach Kim had tremendous stamina as a presenter.

Most of Saturday was spent on the field with Coach Kim.
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concert in the way they train beginning (or any) archers.
Consequently, in the U.S. we have a small handful of
archers who can consistently score in the 1300s in FITA
rounds, while Korea has over 500 such archers.

The other component to their success is competition.
Large numbers of Koreans compete at a high level. Unlike
our youths who generally experience a great deal of success
with a modicum of ability and hard work, Korean kids
have to compete ferociously every step of the way. A cadet
who shoots in the 1340s has archers just below and ahead
of him to worry about. Coasting is not allowed. Not
improving is not allowed.

Can other countries compete with the Korean jugger-
naut? Clearly the answer is “yes.” The Italian men and
Australian men seem to be doing so. Do we have to do
exactly what the Koreans are doing to compete? The

answer is clearly “no.” Two components of any successful
national archery program, though, must be uniformity of
coaching at all levels and an increase in the level of com-
petition. Without those two, we can just sit and wait for
gifted archers to self-identify themselves. Since Korea is
actively searching for their next world and Olympic cham-
pions, I think the “sit and wait” procedure is probably
futile.

Summary
About the seminar? There were quite a few of us who
voted with our feet there. With short notice and just brief
email advertising, fully twice the number of participants
showed up as was originally predicted. I found Coach Kim
to be a charming, engaging presenter despite the language
difficulties. This was a graduate course in coaching. I have
been (slowly) typing up my notes; I am working on page
nine and I haven’t gotten halfway through my handwrit-
ten notes yet.

If you are serious about your coaching and can get to
one of these seminars, I highly recommend it. You won’t
be the same coach after.

Steve Ruis is editor of This Magazine.

Coach Kim giving hands on instruction.

An Omission from the
Last Issue

Archery Strong is 
available from

www.archerystrong.com.

Coach Kim, Hyung Tak
1984 Coach, Korean Womens Team

L.A. Olympic Games
1985 Coach, Korean Womens Team

Seoul World Championships
1986 Coach, Korean Womens Team

Seoul Asian Games
1990 Head Coach, Taiwan Team

Beijing Asian Games
1991 Head Coach, Taiwan Team

Poland World Championships
1992 Head Coach, Taiwan Team

Barcelona Olympic Games
1993 Head Coach, Taiwan Team

Turkey World Championships
1994 Head Coach, Taiwan Team

Hiroshima Asian Games
2002 Head Coach, Korean Team

Junior World Championships

Coach Kim owns and operates the Coach Kim
Archery Training Center in Choongbuk, Korea
(email kims@archeryschool.com, website
www.archeryschool. com)



History is repeating itself. Around 1975 or 1976 I
had many serious discussions with Mel Stanislawski
about the then-obscure third axis concept. The result
of those discussions motivated me to invent a sight-
leveling tool called the Sight Leveler. The concept of
third axis adjustment was controversial for a long
time and now is accepted and considered absolutely
necessary. In recent months I have been having
extended conversations with Ken Stanislawski,
Mel’s son, about what I call the fourth axis. The
terminology may not be totally correct, but it is the
final and necessary step to fine tune your sight after
the second and third axes are set. Ken is busy, so I
have produced what I call the Tek-Tech 4th Axis.
Does this scenario sound familiar?

What Is the Fourth Axis?
It is absolutely necessary in order to obtain the
ultimate level of accuracy on up-hill, down-hill,
and long level shots that your sight extension be
parallel to your arrow path. We all use various
methods of tuning; most of these entail shooting
the bow. Some examples are tiller tuning, group
tuning, paper tuning, French tuning, etc. The
one thing missing in all of them is tuning the
fourth axis. I am writing this to tell you that it is
absolutely necessary in order to eliminate the
possibility of left and right misses when shooting
up or down hills due to extension misalignment.
These misses might be very small, but I would
ask you how many times have you missed the
dot or 12-ring by 1⁄16˝? Have you ever felt like you
are canting your bow on an uphill or downhill
shot, but the bubble is right in the middle?
Chances are, you were canting. 

Here is how you can test your fourth axis
set-up. At a distance of 10 yards, place a perfect-
ly vertical line on the target. I use a carpenter’s
laser level that projects a perfectly vertical line.

(This is an awesome tool you can get for about
US $8.00 at Harbor Freight Tools.) Remember,
this is just a test; we are not contemplating doing
this in any type of tournament. However, if your
fourth axis is properly set, you could. We will
also assume that your arrows are tuned to fly
“perfectly” out of your bow. Now, slide your
sight extension in against the bow and make sure
it is tight. Shoot an arrow or a group at the line
with a perfectly level bubble. Then, slide your
sight extension out to the fully extended position
and shoot another arrow, also at 10 yards. (We
will call this the “in-out” test.) There will be a
vertical difference in where your arrows hit, and
you can ignore that. However, if there is a hori-
zontal difference and your extended arrow
impact is left or right of the line, your fourth axis
is not set properly. This test tells you if your sight
extension is parallel to the path of your arrow or
not.

Setting the Fourth Axis
It is also very important that your second and
third axes of your sight be set off the bow with
the third axis perfectly perpendicular to the sight
extension. Setting the third axis at full draw may
not do this for you. Setting one’s third axis at full
draw will take all sorts of torque into considera-
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tion, but not the results of that torque. You have to shoot
the bow! Nothing happens until you let go of the string.
The results of all kinds of torque and even archer’s para-
dox for finger shooters can be compensated for. There are
various methods to do this. Some of these methods will
work, but most of them are guesswork or may cause
damage to your equipment. An example of some of these
would be shimming of sight blocks, bending sight exten-
sions, etc. Hence the invention of the Tek-Tech 4th Axis.
This tool will enable you to test and tune without bend-
ing or shimming anything or even removing your sight
from the bow. Some of you folks may not need this tool,
and the “in-out” test will tell you that.

Here is how to use the Tek-Tech 4th Axis:
Remove your sight mount and attach the Tek-Tech

4th Axis to your bow. Then attach your sight mount and
sight to it. The picture at the top of this column shows
the “in” position.

Set up a target at 10 yards with a vertical line to
shoot at (see below). The carpenter’s laser level works

great. Tape will also work but is difficult to get vertical.

With your sight at the “in” position shoot an arrow or a
group at the line and adjust the windage to hit the line.
Then shoot at the line with the sight in the “out” posi-
tion (see below).

I suspect that you will see something like this next photo.
The bottom arrow (“in” position) hit the line and the top
arrow (“out” position) hit 1⁄2˝ to the left.

While still in the “out” position,
loosen the adjustment set screw 1⁄4 turn (see photo

below).

Continued on the Next Page
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Then tighten the flathead adjustment screw 1⁄4 turn until
it is snug. This will pull the 4th Axis tool and your sight
bar toward the miss (see photo below).

Then do the “in-out test” again. Do not change your
windage at this time. You might see something like this
next group (see top of next column).

Then adjust the windage and do the “in-out test”
again. I shot three arrows. One at the “in” position and
two at the “out” position. Perfect alignment (see photo at
right)! It took me about 15 minutes.

At this time you will need to check your settings at a fur-
ther distance in order to really fine-tune it. I recommend
that you go to 20 yards and shoot at a dot. If the arrows
group dead center you may want to go to 40 yards or

even farther. It will depend on your ability to aim. If they
are not in the dead center of the target at 20 yards you
need to do the “In-out” test from there. At this point the
adjustment becomes very fine and you will need to use
very small turns on the adjustment screws. (1⁄8th of a turn
or less) Again adjust toward the miss in the out position,
set your windage and do the “in-out” test again. Once
you are in the center then move out to the longer yardage
to check. I would suggest going out as far as you can and
if you do the “in-out” test remember to set your sight for
the distance and move it appropriately between the in
and the out. There will be a difference in impact verti-
cally. On my bow, at 40 yards, I have to cut 5 yards for

Continued from Previous Page
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the in position and I have to add 10 yards to shoot the
out position. This can take a little time but will be worth
every minute spent.

Now I am sure that my misses associated with hills
or long yardages will be a function of my skills. No more
excuses!

Shoot well!

More information can be had at www.archerytech.com.
Ed.
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Gene Lueck has been an archer of some 50 years. He loves field
and indoor Vegas rounds. He has won the Oregon State
Championship some thirty times in nearly every division offered—
Freestyle, Barebow, Bowhunter, Broadhead, Indoor Flint, and
Outdoor Target to name a few. He is currently the Oregon State
Senior Field Champion. In addition he has taken a number of big
game animals including Mule deer, Blacktail deer, Elk and five Antelope in consecutive years. He is a past president of the Professional
Archers Association, 1985-1986. Gene was a charter member of the NFAA Pro Division. His desire to be the best he can be in his sport
has driven him to explore the depths of mental attitude and bow and arrow tuning to a great degree. His biggest claim to fame is the
fact that he was the second person to shoot a perfect 300 on the Vegas target, at the Vegas Shoot in 1975 (the only 300 shot that year).



It was but two issues ago that
I said in print, “... there
aren’t any books for begin-
ning to intermediate, or even
elite, archery coaches.” Well,

with the publication of Total Archery by Kisik Lee
and Robert de Bondt, there still aren’t any books for
beginning to intermediate archery coaches, but
there is now one for elite coaches! And, make no
mistake, this is a landmark book. If you shoot or
coach Olympic-style archery you are going to read
this book. Alternative Sporting Services in England
has stated that this is their best selling archery book.
Let’s see why.

The Authors
If you don’t know who Kisik Lee is, you haven’t
been paying attention. Mr. Lee was the coach for
the Korean Olympic archery team for the 1988
and 1992 Olympics and the Australian Olympic
archery team in 2000 and 2004. He also coached
in numerous world championships. He became
prominent in most of our minds when he
coached Australian Simon Fairweather to
Olympic gold in 2000.

Robert de Bondt’s work has graced the pages
of This Magazine a number of times. Robert is a
High Performance Coach from Sydney,
Australia, with some 16 years experience, not
only as a coach, but also as a competitive archer
with both recurve and compound bows. He is a
judge with international experience and was the
Australian archery head coach for the Sydney
2000 Paralympics.

The Contents
I am quite sure I can’t synopsize the entire con-
tents (see Table of Contents) but I can provide
some impressions that I hope will give you a

sense of the book. And, while this is about
recurve archery exclusively, compound bows are
in the minds of Korean coaches, and I am look-
ing forward to their contributions on the com-
pound side in the future. Here are some points
that jumped out at me.

Coach Lee recommends nothing but the
open stance! Emphasizing that shoulders still
need to be aligned to the target, the tension set
up between one’s feet and one’s shoulders helps
keep archers steady when the wind is blowing.

On page 50, the photo describing “The
Setup” looks like a classic pre-draw, but the term
pre-draw is used nowhere in the book and the
draw is recommended to be smooth and of one
piece. There is no stopping of the draw, as it dis-
rupts rhythm. Contrary to the impression made
by the photo, I think the Korean “setup” step is
much like the old longbow practice of “address-
ing the target.” The archer, in stance, raises the
bow above the final line of the arrow (so as to
draw down on the target) with a little pressure on
the string to preserve alignment, the hook, etc.
Then the draw proceeds smoothly (and quickly)
to anchor.

Coach Lee recommends that aiming be a
minor part of the shot, done subconsciously! The
conscious focus has to be on the expansion phase
(back tension) to achieve a consistent shot. It
seems that the focus of the archer must be in the
back. Other Korean coaches recommend focus-
ing on the draw elbow, but that is a surrogate for
proper back tension, so there is no disagreement
here.

Regarding the followthrough, it is empha-
sized that the draw hand should not touch the
shoulder, as doing so causes the shoulder to drop
too far. My impression from this and other pre-
sentations is that Korean form is optimized
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around keeping the parts of an archer’s body in their cor-
rect relationships with one another at all times. This
results, in my mind, of having the “feel” of the shot con-
fined to a narrow range which makes it is easier to find
and harder to lose.

On page 74, Coach Lee states unequivocally that
“the currently accepted method of teaching “continuous
external motion” is flawed.” In Coach Lee’s recommend-
ed shot there is a period of “holding” that occurs at
anchor. All tension is relegated to the correct back mus-
cles in this phase. The subsequent motion is very small,
and this gets one through the clicker. The sheer speed of
the Korean shot can make this hard to see, but in repeat-
ed video footage viewing, one can see that the draw does
“stop” at anchor, apparently while the back muscles are
being fully engaged in the shot (and the helper muscles
used to get to full draw are being relaxed).

Coach Lee’s take on eye dominance is that hand
dominance may trump eye dominance. The coordina-
tion and balance obtained by an archer using his domi-
nant side to draw often outweighs the advantage of using
one’s dominant eye. His words: “Archery is a technical
sport and not an aiming sport which is why we should
follow the hand dominant side and not eye dominance.”
He also adds that some Korean Olympic archers have
been cross dominant (p. 125).

Korean archery is steeped in science, and Coach Lee
recommends, “Coaches need to . . . be aware of other sci-
entific research being conducted in other sports, as it
could be applicable to archery.” My complaint is that this

material is just not available to most archery coaches in
the U.S. I can’t tell you how many times I have asked for
references to works cited in trainings and not had the
information made available, but it is not just a few. Not
only is the science of other sports only available in tech-
nical journals not accessible by typical archery coaches,
but the archery scientific literature is miniscule or hidden
very well. My impression is that the Korean Archery
Coaches Association makes sure such information is
shared out to its member coaches.

On page 130, Coach Lee shares data from an exper-
iment in which elite archers shot groups of three arrows
through a chronograph. The variable was whether they
were given 2.5 minutes to shoot the three or just 30-50
seconds. Guess which were more consistent in speed?
(I’m not going to tell you; you really need to see the
numbers.) Wow!

Coach Lee also recommends that each archer have a
qualified strength and conditioning coach evaluate them
and design an individual strength program. He included
several exercises, including drawing your bow from
behind your neck!

I am no expert, but the Korean approach to the
mental side of archery is different from ours. While visu-
alization skills are emphasized (they even went so far as
to create a virtual reality experience of winning a gold
medal), I have not heard any mention of things like affir-
mations or running mental programs. They are more
focussed on mental toughness than we are. My impres-
sion is that this is due to a cultural difference. The coach
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plays a bigger role in the team effort in Korea and, possi-
bly, confidence in the coach takes the place of some mea-
sure of self-confidence. Also, Korean archers experience a
great deal more competition than do ours.

In chapter 10, Coach Lee states, “Generally, too
much time is spent on tuning.” This is followed by a
chapter mostly on tuning, which seemed almost obliga-
tory, but well-done nonetheless. By itself the chapter is a
good synopsis of recurve bow and arrow tuning, but is
not all encompassing (nor does it claim to be).

Some Minuses
As with any first printing of a first edition, there are more
than a few typos, none being so intrusive as to lose the
meaning for you. The cover photo is an over-enlarged
video frame, and is grainy and has the “jaggies.” I guess I
am working at finding some faults with this book only
because it is such an important book and I want it to be
perfect!

Summary
Wow! A “must have” book for serious Olympic-style
archery coaches and competitors, now and for decades in
the future. I am going to read it again and again.

Steve Ruis

Total Archery
Hardcover 9˝x11.4˝
208 pages, four color,
with numerous photos
and diagrams.
List price US$52

Total Archery
Table of Contents

Ch 1 The Coach
Ch 2 The Foundations of the Shot
Ch 3 The Shot
Ch 4 Biomechanics
Ch 5 Technical Performance Analysis
Ch 6 Technical Points, Suggestions, and 

Shooting Practices
Ch 7 Physical Training
Ch 8 Mental Training
Ch 9 The Olympic Round
Ch 10 Equipment and Tuning
Ch 11 Goal Setting and Planning

deBondt on

I met Kisik Lee in 1997 when he first came to
Australia to take up the position of National
Head Coach-Archery at the Australian Institute
of Sports in the capital, Canberra. I attended
some of his earlier seminars, but it was not until
the end of 1999, when I was appointed Head
Coach for the Australian Paralympic Archery
Team, that we came into regular contact with
each other. I was amazed how freely and unre-
servedly Kisik shared his knowledge and Olympic
preparation program with me over the following
nine months leading up to the Sydney 2000
Olympics and Paralympics. 

Even though I had been a coach since 1989 and
always endeavored to read and study archery as
much as possible, I soon realized how little I knew
compared to this master coach. 

Over the years many people all over the world
have pressed Kisik to write a book to share his
experiences as one of the world’s most successful
archery coaches in training Olympic and World
Champions. Even though Kisik has held numer-
ous coaching seminars and clinics in Australia and
the rest of the world, writing a book has always
been on the backburner, both due to time and
language constraints. However, around Christmas
2002 I was able to convince Kisik that by com-
bining our skills and my available time we could
write a book together.

All my coaching notes from the preceding 4
years, audio and video recordings from his
numerous seminars and me picking his brains on
every archery subject imaginable, at every oppor-
tunity, were going to form the basis for this book.

Over the next 12 months I did some
painstaking research, continuously liaising with
Kisik, which wasn’t easy as he was located in
Canberra and I in Sydney, some 300km away.
Many a meeting was conducted in departure
lounges of international airports, a couple of
hours prior to the teams going away to the vari-
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ous competitions in Europe and Korea. I would
hate to have to count the numerous emails and
telephone conversations, both local and interna-
tional we have had in the preparation of this
book.

However, having gotten this far in writing
the book we needed a publisher. After putting out
a great deal of effort with no success, a few
months before Christmas 2004, Mr. Lee Bong
Jae, President of Samick Sports Co. Ltd, Korea,
enthusiastically offered to finance the printing,
publishing, and distribution of the book. The rest
is history; the book was printed in January 2005
and launched during the 2nd FITA World
Archery Coaching Seminar held on February 12-
16, 2005 in Busan (KOR). Although the price at
US$52 may seem high for an archery book, it has
been a smashing success and plans for a second
print run and translation in Chinese and Japanese
are well in hand.

Alternative Sporting Services UK, one of the
largest world wide mail order specialists stated in
their April Newsletter, “TOTAL ARCHERY by
Ki Sik Lee: This is already our biggest selling
book ever! Korean coaching legend, Ki Sik Lee,
put pen to paper to share his unrivalled coaching
knowledge with the rest of the archery world. A
very well presented hardback book.”

It has been a fantastic experience in having played
a major role in writing this book with one of the
world’s most successful coaches, Kisik Lee, and
documenting the immeasurable knowledge,
innovative methods and skills of this Master
Coach. Together we have invested some 2,000
hours of our time and we are extremely proud of
the end result, Total Archery.

Robert de Bondt
10th May, 2005
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“I’ve got a problem and I know it is mental. It just
has to be because my training scores are good enough
for me to reach my shooting goals, but my match
scores are always much lower. I just don’t know
what to do. Now don’t get me wrong. I can take
being beaten by a better shooter, but I just can’t
stand beating myself. What am I doing wrong and
how do I fix it?”

Every week our phone rings with this kind of
frustrated shooter on the other end of the phone
line. He did not want to
make this call. He has tried
everything he knows to fix
this problem but to no
avail. This shooter is a seri-
ous competitor who has
made a big investment of
time and money and wants
to do well. He has good
equipment and has taken training from some of
the best coaches on the planet. So, why is he so
frustrated? He could be a victim of what I believe
is the number one mental problem in competi-
tion . . . overtrying.

When I began shooting I believed that to do
your best at a sport you should give it 110 per-
cent. That’s what I’d always heard and what I had
done in PE class. I ran as fast as I could in the
100 yard dash. I was not fast, but I gave it all I
had. I accepted the fact that to try hard was to do
well and if I gave an activity less than my all, I
deserved to lose. Now trying your hardest may be
the best thing to do if you are trying to play
linebacker in football or win a 100-yard dash, but

there are many activities that do not work well
when you give them your all: shooting seems to
be one of them.

It seems to me that all things in life require a
certain amount of mental effort to do them well.
If we give them 1% less effort than is required or
1% more than is needed, performance tends to
drop. The key is to find the proper level of men-
tal effort for the task. Some sports tend to require
a lot of power. The greater the power expended,
the greater the chance of winning. These high-

power sports require cer-
tain muscle groups to be
tensed to the maximum.
Shooting, however,
requires a light hand on
the bow and fluid motion.
We are never moving the
bow arm as fast as possi-
ble. Shooting requires

control, not power, and when we try to overpow-
er the shot we tend to lose control. Shooters tend
to experience a greater chance of overpowering
when they are trying to make a shot instead of
trusting that the shot will subconsciously come
together. This is a prime example of overtrying.
You might even hear yourself thinking “I have to
make up for my poor start. I have to get a ten!”
When you push yourself, you tend to tense up.
Tensing alters your form  enough to yield less
than optimum results and in some cases creates
spasms. Saying to yourself “Just relax!” just does-
n’t seem to work if the error is overtrying. We
relax okay, but when we pick up the bow, we start
overtrying again and the cycle repeats itself.

The #1 Mental Problem 
in Competition

“Shooting requires 
control, not power, and

when we try to 
overpower the shot, we
tend to lose control.”



S SSo, what are we to do? Is it possible to find the effort
point where we are trying just hard enough to get a ten
and not exceed this amount? I believe that it is possible,
but it is not an easy task. I believe that 95% of the
shooters in a competition are overtrying at least some of
the time and many are overtrying in the entire compe-
tition. Why? I’ll give you three reasons why shooters
overtry.

First, because they are afraid to just trust their sub-
conscious skill. Most shooters do not practice enough
to really know what their subconscious skill level is.
They try to compensate for this at the competition by
being “extra careful” on their shots. EXTRA CARE-
FUL = OVERTRYING. Many shooters do work hard
enough in training but still work extra hard in the com-
petition. WORKING HARD IN COMPETITION =
OVERTRYING. Champions work hard in training and
work easy in the competition. The key is to work hard
enough in practice to just trust
your subconscious in the com-
petition.

The second reason shoot-
ers overtry is because they are
thinking about outcome
instead of process. If you are
worried about your score, your
competition, your last shot, or anything other than the
process of executing your next shot or shots, you are
thinking about outcome instead of process. You cannot
think about two things at the same time, so your focus
is pulled away from the process and to the outcome.
When this happens we almost always try to make the
shot happen instead of just letting the shot happen.
THINKING ABOUT OUTCOME = OVERTRYING.

Third, most shooters overtry because they operate
on the misconception that trying harder will produce a
greater chance of success. Is this really true? Think
about the times you have recorded you best scores.
Include training and competition. How hard were you
trying? I work with many of the top technical shooting
instructors in sport and they have reported to me that
many times they do their best shooting when demon-
strating how to shoot to their students. They shoot well
with ease because they are not trying to win a shoot;
they are demonstrating the process. They are not work-
ing hard; they are hardly working. They make it look
easy because they are not trying hard at all. When you
are trying hard to get a ten, it becomes much harder to
do it! So dial it back a little. Let it happen and see what
happens.

Sometimes shooters shoot really well when they do not
particularly care if they do well or not. If this competi-
tion is not really an important one or they are just out
to enjoy the day, the pressure is off and scores go up. If
this is like you and your scores go down in an impor-
tant competition, then you are most likely overtrying.
A logical solution might be to care less in the competi-
tion, saying, “It is not important how I shoot!” I do not
like this solution. Caring less will make you careless,
which is the opposite end of the same mental error. I
suggest you change what you care about. Stop caring so
much about score, your competition and winning, and
care more about executing your shooting system. Focus
on the next step of your mental process. Your job in a
competition is to execute the process of shooting, not
anything else. Your job in training is to isolate and mas-
ter the steps of shooting well. If you successfully execute
these steps in a competition your score and winning

will take care of themselves. 
Finally, I encourage you to

have fun shooting in competi-
tions. The optimum mental
level and the attitude of “let’s
just have fun today” are really
close together. You spend a lot
of time and money on this

sport and it should be fun to come together and com-
pete. If you stay focused on process and try just hard
enough, the chance that you will see your name higher
on the leader board is improved.

“Caring less will make you
careless, which is the 

opposite end of the same
mental error.”

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental Manage-
ment® concepts are used and
endorsed by Olympian and World
Champion shooters. You can reach him at ... or at
www.mentalmangement.com. M
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My new students ask me from time to time, “What
is the perfect shot?” A perfect shot could be measured
by where the arrow hits the target. However, I don’t
think this is the case. 

The perfect shot must be felt. What do I mean?
The only way to describe this is to close your eyes
and shoot “blind bale.” When you blind bale and
use your shot sequence and are ready to execute
the shot, you can feel a number different things
that you can’t feel while your eyes are open. You
can feel your foot placement, balance, hand
placement on the grip, touch point, bow arm,
release and followthrough. 

Most of us can’t afford a full-time coach, but
if we could he would have us spend a great deal
of time blind baling. Let’s walk through the steps
of blind baling. We start by standing three or four
feet away from a large target. I have my students
use their shot sequence. First, make sure their
stance is correct. I usually put masking tape on
the floor for foot placement. Then, nock an
arrow, set the hands, pre-draw, draw the bow,
find a touch point on the face or around the ear,
aim, release, and follow through. This practice is
often not emphasized enough. We see it used to
teach beginning archers, but even some advanced
archers forget about its importance. The idea is to
repeat these steps again and again until you don’t
have to think about them any more. The shot
sequence is a great tool to use when an archer is
having difficulties with his or her shot. The
“secret” is that aiming requires all your thought
process. 

While some world-class archers and instruc-
tors have their idea of what the shot sequence
should be, I think the sequence should be
designed to suit the individual archer. The stance,
nock, set, pre-draw, draw, touch point, aim,
release, and followthrough is the current teaching

method, and none of these steps should be elim-
inated; but maybe, just maybe, we need to add
one or more steps to the shot sequence to help a
particular archer. For example, I have a student
who forgets to use his/her rhomboids and scapu-
lae (back muscles) to shoot with back tension. In
this case, we added a step to his shot sequence (set
your back muscles). This extra step could make a
difference in this archer’s performance, which is
really what it’s all about. Along these lines, while
blind baling the archer should work on different
areas of his or her shot sequence, one time work-
ing on balance, then touch point, then the bow
arm, then followthrough, and so forth. 

When shooting a scoring round, archers should
use their shot sequence, focus, and mental
imagery, all the areas we work on while blind bal-
ing. My thought is: the better the practice, the
better the score, the better the archer.
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The Perfect Shot

R.G. Nepini

R.G. Nepini is an NAA Level 3 NAA Coach as well as
an NFAA Advanced Archery Instructor who enjoys hunt-
ing and fishing and teaching archery. He has conducted
an astonishing 25 Level 1 trainings! R.G. has owned and
operated the Buckhorn Archery Pro Shop for 12 years
and lives in Great Mills, MD with his wife, Connie,
their three children being all grown up and doing well. 
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Tim Scronce

Got Archery?

C
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y Recently I was talking to a student’s father about

articles I have written and he made a comment
that made me stop and think, “You’re not a great
writer until you write something controversial. ”
Now I know he was just joking around but . . .  it
makes sense. So I sat down and thought about who
I could tick off, and the gentleman part of archery
just wouldn’t let me do it. This kicked my brain
into high gear (Okay, so second gear isn’t high),
and I thought I’d write an article about why
archery is beneficial to its practitioners. Have I
captured your attention?

Safety
In our Level 1 and 2 archery instructor classes
we spend a lot of time on the issue of safety. I
have found that there are a lot of places to go for
information and have collected an extensive
folder on them. We have noticed that most of
our instructor candidates come into class a little
concerned that archery will not be easily accept-
ed by people at large, and the main reason they
are in class to start with is to learn a way to
introduce the sport safely. 

The March 2002 NAA newsletter Nock-
Nock reported on a study, conducted by the
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System,
comparing injuries in archery to injuries in
other sports. In 1997, 38 sports were moni-
tored. The one that sustained the most injuries
was basketball, with an estimated 644,921 cases.
Baseball sustained 188,140 injuries, football
came in with 334,420, and believe it or not . . .
cheerleading had 18,123 injuries. The sport
with the fewest reported injuries (3213), was—
you guessed it—archery. Incredibly cheerleading
was six times more dangerous than archery! In

1998 the same study was run again with 39
sports monitored, and again archery came in
with the fewest injuries. Alister Taylor, a writer
for Nock-Nock, noted that when he discussed
liability rates for sports with industry officials,
they pointed out that archery is the sport that
the insurance industry considers to be the safest
and therefore has the lowest premiums. 

In a similar study in 1991 covering bow-
hunting, it was found that three people died
from black widow bites, 18-20 to dog attacks,
40 to bee stings, and one to bowhunting.
Amazing statistics. 

I think, wait, I know that the main reason
we are so safe is due to the fact that we, as
coaches, instructors, and archers, understand
that the tool we use in our sport is indeed a
weapon. It was not invented to be anything
other than that. I don’t think Ugh, with a growl-
ing stomach and lots of game nearby that until
this point he was throwing rocks at, strung the
first bow and drew a target on a tree. It would
appear that most sports coaches have become so
relaxed that they don’t realize the potential dan-
gers of their sport. Now I’m not pointing fingers
or putting any one down, but if you get used to
injuries happening, they become expected. You
can become reactive as a coach and not proac-
tive in preventing accidents. By the way, I had
an insurance person tell me once that there is no
such thing as an accident; someone messed up.
It can always be traced to something that was
preventable. One of our students’ parents told
us that their son had tried out for a football
team and made it. While talking to the coach
they went over all that was expected of them and
their son. During the conversation they were
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told what to do when your son gets hurt . . . when, not
if. Well, at least he was thinking positively. 

In our classes we post a rules placard and everyone
knows that these rules are not deviated from. We specif-
ically cover range and archer safety. We often have class-
es where we let our JOAD students teach their parents,
and it is amazing how they enforce the rules. We have
actually had students tell their parents that they could-
n’t shoot because two whistle blasts had not been blown
and they already had arrows out. It’s great to see that
kind of focus from them.

Focus
Archery has been referred to as a focus sport. In our
shooters’ classes we often cover the benefits of focusing
on what you hope to achieve. At first this comes with a
bit of resistance because, let’s face it, they just want to
shoot. Much has been said
about the Korean method of
teaching archers, and how
dedicated they are. Unfor-
tunately, this would be
somewhat impractical here
in the U.S. The “fast food”
mentality is too aggressively
pursued in America. Of
course, it is our job to make
sure each archer gets the best instruction possible. As
time progresses, each archer learns the basics of “shoot-
ing their shot” and growing in their skill. We see it in
their practices, tournament scores and even during
“play-time” on the range. Yeah, we play. It equals out
the work. Our own surveys and talks with parents have
shown us that what they learn on the range has carried
over to their activities outside archery. 

We have had parents tell us that their children have
begun studying better, their grades have improved, even
their other sports have benefited from archery. I even
had a mother tell me her son’s math prowess had gotten
better. It’s amazing how they learn to score correctly
when a rank is on the line! Others have told us that “my
child was so shy, and now is much more outgoing.”
Others have found a group they feel they belong to.
The one I liked most was about how the chores around
the house were getting done so they could come to
archery class. Strange, that one didn’t work at my
house! I had to put that in; my kids may read this. 

One of the things that shows the degree of
improved focus of our students is our scheduled scoring
classes in our JOAD club. Regular practice days are hec-
tic, noisy, and sometimes a bit unorganized. When that
scoring day comes up, it gets so quiet on the range at
times you could hear a, well, an arrow drop. The only

thing on their minds is what they need for rank, and
shooting the best score they can. 

After the first couple of classes even our new stu-
dents show signs of increased focus. It’s great and
rewarding to see new students pointing out something
to one of our regular archers. I had an archer recently
tell me that something was wrong because “it just did-
n’t feel right.” She was right. Her draw length had
changed.

Other Benefits
How about health benefits? We encourage our archers
to exercise. Actually doing it is something different all
together. I have read many articles in Archery Focus by
very knowledgeable writers and found each and every
one informative and helpful. I can remember when I
first started competitive shooting how hard it was to

complete a round. Many
hours of practice and exer-
cise have helped with stami-
na, control, and execution.
One of the greatest things I
found was low impact rub-
ber bands, “Thera-Bands.”
They’re fun to work with
and can go anywhere. A
great warm-up tool. 

It is great to see our archers come in and stretch to
warm up and not have to be told to do so. I know it is
nearly impossible to have a lengthy warm-up before
class if you don’t have much time, but you can demon-
strate some exercises for them to do at home. I was
lucky to get a copy of some archery-specific exercises in
a book when I went to Chula Vista for my Level 3
coach training in 2000. It has come in handy more than
once for archers who want to get serious about archery.
I’ve even had a couple of parents tell me they have done
some of them just to tone up a little. 

Warming up before shooting gets the blood pump-
ing, the body loose, and the mind ready. It’s a mental
and physical awakening. The muscles get primed and
ready for action, and the mind is psyched up for
achievement. I’m sure that there are medical terms for
what goes on, but all that really matters is the fact that
it makes you feel ready to take on the world. 

I have a copy of “The Witchery of Archery” by
Maurice Thompson and love reading it time and again.
One of my favorite passages deals with exercise. “Arch-
ery is performed in an erect attitude; it calls into action
both hands and arms, the muscles of the shoulders and
back, the chest and legs . . . Another thing: one is sure
to draw in a deep, full breath, expanding their lungs to

“Retail owners should
be preparing for the

prospect of 
a new customer base—the

inexperienced youth archer.”

Continued on the Next Page
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their utmost, with pure outdoor air. Archery is rowing,
boxing, and fencing, all in one.” I agree totally, except
for maybe that pure air thing . . . it was the 1800s when
he wrote it. 

Meditation is often overlooked as an archery tool. I
can’t honestly say I meditate on a regular basis, but I do
have routines that I go through. Before a practice I relax
and go through my equipment check. A few stretches
and some warm-up shots at a blank bale, and I’m ready
to go. My wife has told me that sometimes during
shooting I seem to “zone out” things going on around
me. In a way I guess she’s right. The concentration on
the art of the shot means more to me than the actual
score. I have never been one to judge my progress by
my scores rather than on my improvements in form.
Too much Zen for you? Think about how the Zen
Buddhists approach archery. They believe the practice
of archery can bring the practitioner into a state of one
complete being. There are times they will hold their
bow at full draw for hours until they feel the union of
mind and soul.

Meditation doesn’t have to be a full ordeal. You
don’t have to sit on the floor in some uncomfortable
position seeking satori. It can be as simple as just stop-
ping for a moment to gather your composure or con-
centrate on your next end. Ever leave yourself a note to
do something? Leave yourself little notes about how
well you will perform at the next tournament, how
you’ll work on your form more, or that you know you
can get over that scoring hurdle you’re stuck at. Positive
affirmations. 

It has been said that archery is 90% mental and
10% physical. I believe it is 99% mental. If we didn’t
have the drive and determination to do it to the best of
our ability we wouldn’t pull the string in the first place.
I haven’t met anyone yet who was complacent about
how well they shot. I have shot with archers that shot
perfect 300 indoor rounds but were disappointed they
didn’t get all Xs. I’d be happy with half the 10s, okay 9s,
but that’s as low as I go.

You know what archery can do for you. I guess a better
way to approach this subject is to ask: “What do you
expect to get from archery?” The training affects your
life in so many ways. It helps develop physical as well as
mental abilities. It enhances concentration. Archery
helps us work through the fears and anxieties we face
during our lives. It gives us a recreational outlet. It
teaches us to set goals in our lives. Through the sport of
archery we learn that nothing is impossible and reach-

ing a goal is not an unattainable feat. Archery makes
each of us stronger and teaches us to trust in ourselves
as well as others. What do I expect to get from archery?
Ask yourself what you have already received. 

In the immortal words of Maurice Thompson, “So
long as the new moon returns in heaven a bent, beauti-
ful bow, so long will the fascination of archery keep
hold of the hearts of men. You have but to mention an
archer or archery to your friend and immediately his
interest is aroused. He may scoff at the bow and sneer
at the arrow, but he will inquire and show curiosity.
Hang a bow and a quiver of arrows conspicuously in
your hall or library, and you will soon discover that no
exquisite painting or bit of statuary will receive from
guests more attention than will be accorded to these
ancient weapons.”

I think that just about sums it up nicely. 

Tim Scronce and his wife
Sandi are both NAA Level 3
Coaches. Tim has been
involved in archery since
around the age of seven.  He
shoots compound, recurve,
and occasionally longbow.
He competes regularly, when
time permits. Sandi and
Tim teach and certify Level
1 and Level 2 instructors,
work with Girl and Boy
Scouts thru archery, coach in
a JOAD program, and have
a range at home to teach pri-
vately. In the past three years, they have used archery to raise money
for the American Cancer Society, the Union County Lions Club and
the Sun Valley Community Fair supporting five schools in the area.
Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They have two
children (Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve and compete as
well. They are proud to add that Crystal spent two years working on
getting an archery club going in her high school which became a real-
ity in February 2002. She now attends North Carolina State where
she plans to help reinstate the college’s archery team.

Continued from Previous Page
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Bad Line Etiquette-

Whose Fault is It?
Here’s a quiz for you: It’s your last shot in the tour-
nament. Two arrows are already in the X, one more
and you set a personal best score. You draw back the
bow, stare at the center of the gold, and wait for the
release to go off. Thwap! No, that wasn’t the arrow
in the target; it was the 12-year-old standing next to
you hitting you with his bow as he left the line.

Has this ever happened to you? Frustrating, isn’t
it? So what do you do? 

1.Get upset and make a scene. 
2.Gently pull the child aside and explain the two

things he did wrong (leaving the line while the
archer directly adjacent to him is at full draw
and failing to control his bow). 

3.Talk to the child’s coach, or parents, tell them
what happened, and let them deal with it.
If you chose option 1, I hope you have bail

money. The police will probably be called. Plus, you
can likely forget further competitions with that
organization. Option two is good if you deal well
with children. Personally, I recommend option three
for most. After all, it is the coach’s responsibility to
teach line etiquette.

The scenario above happened to me this past
indoor season. The young girl next to me turned
as she left the line and whacked me in the arm

with her recurve. Was I upset? You bet. Did I
choose option 1? Absolutely . . . not! I chose
option 2, then 3. I explained to her what she did
wrong, why it was wrong, and what she should
do in the future. Then I spoke with her coach. 

He admitted that he rarely spoke to his
archers about etiquette. It never crossed his mind.
This led me to ask other archers what they feel are
the five most violated points of etiquette.* The
following are the five most often cited, along with
suggestions for dealing with each situation and
ways to prevent it.

1. Leaving the line when the archer next to you
is shooting. (52%)
This was a biggie, far outpacing any other viola-
tion, but if you think about it, it’s an easy rule to
break considering how much concentration it
takes to shoot. When we finish, we just want to
get off the line and relax, and do not always look
at the archer behind us or two spots down who is,
technically, next to you. Most archers notice the
archer they are facing.

The reason most often given: it is distracting.
How to deal with it: allow one offense. After

that, gently speak to the offender between ends.
Most likely, you are scoring together and already

have a rapport. 
How to prevent it: be aware of your sur-

roundings. Remember, the next archer still
on the line may be several spots away, but
still considered adjacent. Coaches need to
drill their students on this during practice

2. Encroaching/Bumping on the line. (24%)
This one has the potential for being dan-
gerous. If you are one who tends to stand
at the far edge of your “box,” beware the
elbow of that compound shooter next to
you. Encroaching also includes swinging
bows and stabilizers into a neighbor’s “box”
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or into their line of sight. This
happens most often with chil-
dren shooting recurve bows with
target stabilizers attached. 

The reason most often given:
getting hit by a neighbor’s quiver.

How to deal with it: gentle
reminders are generally sufficient.
If the offender keeps it up, tell a
judge; do not attempt to deal
with it yourself. If the offender is
doing it on purpose, the judges
need to take care of it anyway. For
kids, if one reminder does not
work, tell their coach or parents – gently!

How to prevent it: before shooting starts, during prac-
tice, work out space details with your neighbors. Get
those quivers adjusted and talk to the kids about stabiliz-
er and bow control.

3. Talking, humming or singing (!) on the line. (12%)
Talk about a distraction! Imagine someone whispering
“sweet nothings” in your ear while you try to shoot. Even
more, imagine hearing the person next to you curse on
nearly every shot. (You know who you are!)

The reason most often given: causes a natural tenden-
cy to look toward the source of the sound, thus drawing
the shot in that direction.

How to deal with it: most archers respond to a kind
reminder. The cussers, on the other hand, are tricky. I
usually use a humorous approach (“Hey, when did you
start speaking French?”). Most of the time it opens a con-
versation and they become more aware of their language.
Sometimes, you just have to call in a judge.

How to prevent it: I really wish the officials would
make a “language reminder” part of the opening state-
ment of rules. Beyond that, each archer is responsible for
what comes out of their mouth. 

4. Turning when leaving the line. (8%)
This one is an offshoot of both numbers one and two.
When archers turn to leave the line, they frequently
bump the person next to them. This causes a distraction
to nearby archers akin to that in #1. Additionally, it
could cause an archer to fall, raising the potential for
injuries. All archers should practice sidestepping from
the line, only turning when completely clear. 

The reason most often given: the annoyance/danger of
getting bumped. 

How to deal with it: once again, the gentle reminder
to sidestep off the line.

How to prevent it: coaches and parents are responsi-
ble for teaching their children. Kids who learn how to
exit a line grow up to be adults who know how to exit a

line. Practice the technique dur-
ing practice, and league, as well.

5. Bending to pick up a drop-
ped arrow. (4%)
This one is the reason we are
taught from Day 1 to carry an
extra arrow. If we drop one, we
are usually taught to leave it and
get it at the conclusion of the end.
We just grab another arrow out of
our quiver. Too many things can
happen when you bend down to
pick up an arrow while others are

shooting, none of which are good. 
The reason most often given: it is “just, plain danger-

ous.”
How to deal with it: Since kids are the most likely

offenders, talk to their coach or parent. Chances are they
noticed it and have already said something. 

How to prevent it: Check to make sure the child
shooting next to you has extra arrows, and remind them
to leave a dropped arrow until after the end is complete.

We are now left with the title question: Whose fault is it?
For a child, blame must be laid at the feet of the coach.
In my work with JOAD students, I try to cover all of the
bases. Sometimes, a point slips by and I catch it when we
have a practice tournament (a ten-end qualifier that sim-
ulates tournament conditions). In tournament play, I
have made it a personal practice to apologize to the
offended archer whenever one of my students breaks an
etiquette rule. (“My apologies. I thought I had covered
everything. I see I missed a point.”) The archers, general-
ly, understand and try to help the child after that.

For adults, we are responsible for our own mistakes
and need to act accordingly.

*  Polling took place during the 2005 indoor season during Tri-
County, State Archers of Michigan, and NAA JOAD
Nationals, as well as during
leagues and practices.

Ava McDowell is an elemen-
tary/middle school music teacher
in New Haven, Michigan. She
coaches in the Royal Oak Archers
JOAD program in Lake Orion,
MI, in charge of the Senior
Division and compound archers. Currently she is working on a
Level 2 coaching certificate as well as developing a comprehensive
curriculum for the program. Ava is an avid student of the sport,
competing at the state level with plans to move into national com-
petition in 2005.
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Neurolinguistic programming sounds like a med-
ical operation, but it is, in simple terms, repro-
gramming the images and the history attached to
the words we hear. Most everyone responds to the
words they hear in the form of mental pictures.
These pictures are influenced by memories of asso-
ciated situations or the manner in which the
words were first learned. These word-pictures can,
at times, interfere with fine motor skills, such as
those used in shooting a bow. When this is the
case, programming or re-programming these pic-
tures can benefit an archer. In this process differ-
ent definitions are developed for the existing
word/pictures. Reprogramming the word/pictures,
which are attached to situations and are where
the memories originated, will especially help in
negative situations. A better outcome is created by
new related pictures, so then these thoughts dur-
ing difficult situations are less likely to occur
again. Positive word/pictures are enhanced by the
re-enforcement of victories associated with stress-
ful situations.

We Interrupt Your 
Regularly Scheduled Program . . .
Neurolinguistic programming (NLP) is not a
new concept. Many practitioners in the psychi-
atric professions have been re-programming
clients for years. NLP certainly should be con-
sidered by archer-athletes who have experi-
enced failures during pressure situations. The
benefits could be very rewarding just by chang-
ing the associated mental pictures for those
negative situations. The pictures in your mind
are related to memories of, or are learned dur-

ing, specific situations throughout your life.
The following are examples of normal pro-
gramming: 

When you look at this written page you see
white paper and black printing. 

When walking down a dark alley looking
for someone or something you are normally
nervous and very aware of your surroundings. 

Or when shooting for the gold medal in
the wind, with the yellow light on, and your
fans are cheering in the background 10-10-10!,
there is some anxiety. Right! 

Well, if you were taught that the real color
of this paper is green and the print is red, that
exploring in a dark hallway is an adventure, or
that shooting under the pressure of winning a
gold medal is all you have trained to do and
you enjoy being under pressure, the respective
picture-memories would be greatly different.
These are extreme examples of how differently
you can be thinking about such situations.
Note that your thoughts are illustrated as pic-
tures. You can picture the color a different

shade of white, eggshell, off-white, or just the
broad description ‘white.’ A dark hallway is
pictured in your mind dangerous, unknown, or
an adventure. Shooting for the gold medal isSp
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Neurolinguistic
Programming

M.J. Rogers

I think, 
therefore I am.

–Rene Descarte
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pictured as: What am I doing here?, Everyone is
watching me!, or This is what I want, I have trained
years to get here, bring it on!

The pictures or images in your mind are very pow-
erful when used for your archery training. All too
often, though, the images are not ones of success.
Sometime, somewhere the image of failure or the fear
of failure occurred. What if your recollections are bad
experiences, a berating peer, a dominating coach or
parent, or of things that
have gone wrong in compe-
tition? When you imagine
these scenarios, it is not
your best archery. So, when
this situation occurs, a neg-
ative picture takes over, the
very basic fear of failure
dominates all other images or conditions. 

Coaches want to have their athletes imagining sce-
narios like “you are on the line shooting with no anx-
iety” or “you see the flight of the arrow passing
through the center of the target” or “imagine this or
that,” during practice or during competition if there is

a fear of failure during the competition or if, in the
past, something has prevented you from scoring to
your expectations. If you have anxiety about the situ-
ation you are in, doing any positive imagery will be
difficult, if not impossible. Without proper guidance
to help reprogram your fear model, no amount of
imagery will be of any help. Often you do not realize
the problem is the way you picture the situation’s final
outcome. Often instead of working on the way you

picture the outcome, you
change something else;
form, equipment, the list
goes on and on. 

If re-programming your
pictures into positive
images sounds complicated,
you are right. There is noth-

ing easy about changing the way descriptive words
(pictures) are related to your own situation for analy-
sis and processing. The task of changing the way you
have learned (pictured) and experienced situations
(memory) will take some effort. If you are motivated

I think I can,
therefore I can.

–Neurolinguistic Programming

Continued on the Next Page
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to get beyond the anxiety, you can get enjoyment from
high-pressure events, and achieve the sense of accom-
plishment of shooting a personal best. It is necessary
to re-program how you think (picture yourself ) when
in the situations that provoke negative thinking.

How to Do It
The first task is to begin with an open mind to
change. An experienced coach will be very helpful
with the changes. You must become aware of what
causes you to feel anxious. The conditions? the com-
petition? success? failure? hitting? missing? Once you
have decided the possible cause of the angst, you can
begin to re-learn or re-picture the situations. What
will assist you to find a new comfort level of anxiety?
Often the tool you will use is very simple because
simple tools are more readily applied. Consider the
anxiety of shooting your last arrow when the yellow
light is on. For many, this is
cause for real anxiety. For others,
it is when they shoot their best.
So what is the difference
between archers who shoot
poorly under yellow light and
others who shoot well? These
archers have the same 30 seconds to shoot. The target
has not suddenly become smaller for one and not the
other. The last 30 seconds of the 4 minutes of time do
not run faster. These last 30 seconds do not necessar-
ily cause one archer to take longer to shoot than they
would in practice or during the preceding arrows. So
the difference becomes how the archers picture them-
selves shooting during the yellow light. 

Re-learning to shoot under the pressure of time
running out is to practice under yellow light condi-
tions. Try the following experiment: have someone
help time your practice when you are scoring. Shoot
several ends at an oversized target for the distance, so
shooting and scoring are always successful and com-
fortable. Then have your helper reduce the allotted
time by 30 seconds, then by 1 minute, then 11⁄2 min-
utes. You are retraining that regardless of time you are
doing well. Intermix a correctly-sized target and dis-
tance with the same time exercise. Record your anxi-
ety levels on the oversized target versus the regular-
sized, and as the time is reduced on each. If the feel-
ing of fear shows it’s ugly head, you will do better to
spend more time at the oversized target until you can
become comfortable during the stress of  missing.
Write down about “how rushed” you feel. Does your

score decrease greatly? Does your normal shot
sequence seem rushed? Re-learn a “certain level of
anxiety” as “a good feeling that is not something to be
feared.” As you become more at ease with the new
level of anxiety, your picture or perceptions of existing
situations change relative to your ability to adapt. In
many cases this relates to a lifestyle change. 

To re-learn you need experience; to experience
you have to look for and make opportunities. These
opportunities will allow you to become accustomed to
what was before an anxious situation. You can create
opportunities by doing the above experiments. If you
have to wait for them to happen in tournaments, it
will (and often does) take a lifetime. That is why old
archers look the way they do (I see one in the mirror
each morning). 

You can re-learn (re-picture yourself ) in competi-
tive situations, anxious moments, and when success is

on the line. All of this is you
reinventing and reprogramming
your history (memory) of the
heretofore anxious moments. 

Understanding that you are
reinventing history should help
you realize that it will take some

time to accomplish such a mission—like the “Rome
wasn’t built in a day” adage. However, you can aid the
re-learning by making positive statements and actions
in and about your daily life, such as: you accom-
plished the goal of your daily tasks, completed the
project you were working on, cleaned the top of your
desk, got the kids off to school on time, or any num-
ber of other daily tasks completed on time or on bud-
get. It will then become “like you” to complete daily
goals. If you have set goals, however small, your mind
will record how diligently or willingly you complete
each one for future reference, even planning such sim-
ple things as getting up early one morning a week for
a 20-minute walk. The easy thing to do when the
alarm goes off is to hit the snooze button until time
has run out for the walk. Your mind will add a hash
mark of this uncompleted item, so when you attempt
to do the next early walk, it becomes even easier to hit
the snooze button, or make up an excuse for not
accomplishing the goal. For too many of us (me,
included) feeling like giving up, stopping short,
and/or quitting early becomes way too easy. Instead,
change the 20-minute to a 10-minute walk, an accom-
plishable change from what had been no walk at all. If
you persevere, no hash mark will appear. After several

“Now fear becomes a
tool to use for your 

benefit.”



Iaccomplishments of a successful 10-minute early
wakeup and walk, other simple goals can and will be
accomplished in the same manner. This example
works for any daily task and then will spill over into
archery

What these little routine changes affect is your
overall lifestyle mental (neuro) pictures. When you
learn to accept change as okay, you will understand
that you can be in control. Now other changes you
wish to accomplish become attainable. So, when the
heretofore terrifying situation of shooting during a
yellow caution light occurs, you and your coach can
plan how the adrenalin can be used in your favor.
Now fear becomes a tool to use for your benefit. You
are reprogramming your model of the situation. 

If you are willing to spend some time working at
reprogramming yourself, and your coach is able to
assist you, the rewards are many. This will take some
time and will mean in most cases a complete change
in your lifestyle (for the better). You have to decide
what you want to change and that you can control the
change.

Shoot well.

M.J. Rogers, most recently, was personal coach
for a Canadian Olympic archer at the 2004
Olympic Games in Athens, Greece. Currently he
administers programs for the NFAA, specifically
the World Archery Festival 3-Star events, as well as
WAF/NFAA Trade show booth sales, and assists in
the training of  state coordinators for the National
Archery in the Schools Program (NASP). Prior to
that M.J. was the administrator of the Resident
Athlete Program Chula Vista Olympic Training
Center for the NAA as well as being an NAA
Regional Judge and NAA Coach. most prominent-
ly as the lead coach for the World Field
Championships in 2002 and 2000 and as assis-
tant coach for the 1998 World Field
Championships.
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Shoes are an overlooked piece of equipment
that most people disregard as unimportant. On
the contrary, your feet are the base upon which
your entire body rests and what your feet rest
upon is very important. In this article, I will
explore the role of footwear in archery.

During my Level 2 Archery Instructor
course, Lloyd Brown pointed out that I should
wear shoes with a flat base and that my current
running shoes (see photo) are suboptimal for
shooting purposes. A flat sole provides the feet
with a flat base, which is ideal for the optimal feet
positioning. The ideal foot position is to have the
entire foot lay flat on the ground with 60%-70%
of the weight on the ball, creating a stable base.
Conversely, if the soles of your shoes are curved in
the front, you will find it hard to create a stable
platform utilizing the optimal weight distribution
technique.

What shoes should you buy? The answer is
that any comfortable, wide shoe with a flat sole,
firm insole, and slightly higher heel is optimal for
archery. Some people like to use a heel insole to
facilitate leaning slightly forward. Most
skating shoes work great as archery
shoes. Particular brands that come to
mind are VANS and Oakley. In addi-
tion, Puma makes several pairs of sneak-
ers that have flat soles. Whatever brand
of shoe you choose to go with, make
sure that the shoe has the aforemen-
tioned characteristics. (FITA recently
banned slippers from FITA events, so
flip-flops are not a good idea.) Of
course, wearing any of these when it is
raining will cause severe discomfort very
quickly.

For wet conditions, any waterproof

boot or shoe will work best. Any archer who has
shot in the rain will say shooting with wet feet
becomes very uncomfortable, very fast. John
Magera gives some great real-world advice about
rain footwear. He suggests that archers shoot in
their rain shoes every so often, so that when it
comes time to use them, there will be no surpris-
es. He explained that during a tournament when
it rained, he found his boots to have a higher heel
than his regular shooting shoes and that it took
some time to become accustomed to the raised
heel. After many weeks searching for a waterproof
boot with a flat sole, I found the Oakley SI
Assault Boot to be the best I could find (see
photo at right). The boot has a nearly perfect flat
sole and a slightly raised heel, and gives good
ankle support. In addition, the shoes come near-
ly waterproof; a little Scotchguard sealed up the
suede sections on my shoes. Whichever boots you
buy for your rain gear, make sure that the
footwear remains stable when you transfer the
60-70% of body weight to the balls of your feet.

Footwear is an overlooked piece of our gear

Leighton Tyau
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Running shoes, though comfortable, aren’t best for archery as the shoes tend
not to be flat—good for running, poor for archery.



that requires just as much attention as other periphery
gear. If you are using running shoes, I highly suggest that
you go out and purchase a pair of flat-soled shoes. You
will find the benefits are almost immediate and the
investment is well worth it.
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Leighton Tyau is a
Level 2 coach and presi-
dent of HNL Archery
Strings. He began archery
13 years ago and hopes to
make it to the USAT as well as to pursue his
coaching career.

Here are the Oakley SI Assault Boots I found
to be the best. The boot has a nearly perfect
flat sole, slightly raised heel and gives good
ankle support
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“The dynamic sphere” is a term derived from the
martial art of Aikido. It is used to describe  a
fighter who is so well prepared and trained that
they are able to fight on all sides and from every
direction; defense and offense co-exist simultane-
ously, his mind can react to any stimulus or threat
instantly and his body just reacts correctly. It also
describes the relationship between the teacher and
the student. 

The dynamic sphere of the coach and athlete
relationship is unique and sacred.

As the athlete you have to have complete
trust in your coach. You have to let him guide
you in whatever direction he/she feels is appro-
priate. You have to open your mind and heart to
look inward on yourself and accept corrections
and guidance without resistance. You must sur-
render your ego and let go of the trappings of
the world. When you are working with your
coach, the only thing that matters is the time
right here, right now—not the past or the
future.

The obligations and demands on the coach
exist at a much higher level than that of the ath-
lete. Your intentions have to be perfect. I don’t
mean that you have to be a perfect coach or per-
son; I mean your reasons for being the
coach/teacher have to come from the desire to

help bring the student to the fullest perfor-
mance level they can achieve.

I’m sure that at one point or another we all
have witnessed a teacher or coach who is look-
ing for his student/athlete to perform so they
can glean some glory from the athlete’s perfor-
mance. Just think of all those soccer dads or
stage moms who push their kids to deliver
results that are unrealistic. It always cracks me
up to watch a dad scream and yell at his 5-year-
old soccer player things like play strategies. The
5-year old just wants to kick the ball. That is
the level of his/her ability. Five-year olds aren’t
ready to learn plays, strategy, tactics, or
advanced skills like diving to catch a ball in
defense of the goal properly or even to avoid
injury. They just want to run and kick the ball
and have fun doing it. 

Archery has brought out some of these dis-
turbing behaviors in people. Utah has a very
competitive JOAD program where kids often
excel at national and international levels. The
thing I find disturbing is how many parents
behave in a manner that is in total contradic-
tion to that of the JOAD coach. It is very frus-
trating for my coach, who has a large JOAD
program, to deal with this. There are some par-
ents who are so disruptive and intrusive that he
has had to refuse to work with their kids. TheR
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other thing that is very prevalent
is the parent-coach who knows
little or nothing about the
actual skills needed to
become a good shooter.
They have never felt the fear
and anxiety of standing on
the shooting line or the
tremendous pressure of an
elimination round, but they
have no qualms about berat-
ing their child’s performance or
belittling them when things don’t
go the way the parent feels they
should have. And why do they do this?
I suspect that it is because they feel that
their child has let them down and made them look
bad in the eyes of others.

That is a dynamic sphere full of holes. There are so
many gaps that it is impossible for the student/athlete
to protect himself. The dynamic sphere is developed
though hard work and diligence on the part of the ath-
lete and also a high degree of trust earned from the
coach. The coach has to nurture and explore the limits
of the athlete and develop a relationship that is honest,
respectful, and free from unrealistic demands and
expectations. The fact is that athletes will fail and lose
and coaches will miss something critical to enhance
performance, but if the relationship is solid, all these
things will resolve themselves in the appropriate time.

The title coach or teacher means something different
to everyone. To me it means that this is a person who
I can trust without hesitation, a person who has only
the best intentions for me, and most importantly, is a
mentor and friend. Coaches and teachers can have
impacts on their athletes/student’s lives that will
change that person forever. It will change the way they
view themselves, the way they treat others, the way
they learn to deal with success and failure. Many times
these lessons have to come from someone other than
one’s parents. To many people the fear of disappoint-
ing a parent is a fate equal to, if not worse than, a slow,
painful death. There is an inherent safety in learning
from an outside party. 

You will definitely fail at some point in your
archery career and I hope your coach will just let those
moments become turned, to be used as learning tools
instead of being used to shame you into attempts on
perfect performances.

My coach Larry Smith has
become such an important part

of my life. I can trust him
without fear; I respect his
judgment and opinions even
though I may not agree with
him. He is always open to
my insight and experience.
Even though I am now 36 he
has helped me to become a

better person and change some
behaviors of mine to improve

my overall character. He has
changed my life. Not because I am

becoming a better archer, but because I
am becoming a better man, husband, and

father. How do you repay someone who has helped
you gain so much? I don’t know yet, but when I figure
it out, I will gladly repay my debt beyond full.

Thanks, Larry.
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John Vetterli lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah where he is a professional
Firefighter. He is married and has a
daughter. His martial arts history
began in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in
the karate form of Wado Ryu (the way of peace or harmony).
Osaka Sensei instilled in him the desire to always know why we
do things not how. He began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido (the
art of the Japanese sword) in 1998. The study of morals, ethics,
philosophy, and Japanese culture were as important as learning to
wield the sword. He currently holds the rank of black belt in
Eishin Ryu from the All Japan Kendo/Iaido Federation. He came
into competitive archery in 2001 and has been competing nation-
ally since 2002. He currently holds a NAA level 2 instructor cer-
tification and is actively pursuing his Level 3 certification.



Editor’s Note In the very early days of Archery
Focus, we had an “archery on the internet” column.
I have been wanting to get that column back up
and running again for several years now with no
luck. So what’s an editor to do? Impose upon his
friends, of course! After much beseeching Steve Ross
has promised to keep you up on some of the myriad
resources available to archers on the internet. Enjoy!

Personal archery sites have proliferated on
the Internet and can be great sources of
information. Joe Tapley has investigated

the mechanics of archery at a deeper level than
anyone else I know and his website reflects this.
Steve Ellison created a professional looking site
that reflects his interest in training and coaching.
These sites and several other worthy efforts are
given, as the focus for this month is on personal
archery websites.

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/joetapley
If you desire to learn the mechanics of archery,
you will want to check out Joe Tapley’s website.
He has in-depth articles on bow and arrow
mechanics that do not shy away from complexi-
ty and depth. Most of the articles and informa-
tion is geared toward recurve archery, but com-
pound archers will find useful articles as well.

www.bowjackson.com
Jackson’s Archery and Hunting page features an
extensive set of links covering all aspects of
archery. Links to traditional sites, manufacturers,
hunting equipment and much more. This web-
site is so popular that it has had nearly a million
visitors since its creation.

www.archery-forum.com

This Australian discussion board contains a
wealth of information. Jim Park, author of three
books on archery technique and tuning, is a fre-
quent visitor. An interesting area of discussion is
psychology and something called “mastering
archery.” Many in-depth discussions of form,
mental focus and analysis often take place. Well
worth a visit!

www.Tenzone.u-net.com
Tenzone is an excellent training resource for the
serious competitive archer. As a bonus, the site
has a professional look and is easy to navigate.
TenZone is the creation of recuve archer Steve
Ellison. He features sections on equipment, tech-
nique, training, psychology and more. If you
want to compare and contrast the high draw and
low draw techniques, this is the website for you.

Steve

If you have questions regarding things internetish,
please email me at steve@archeryfocus.com and
we will try to address them in future columns. Ed.
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A Bi-Monthly Look at The Archery Scene on The Web

//Informational/Personal Sites

Steve Ross



Word Search for the Archery Linguist
Since the official languages of FITA are French and English, it brings with it a bilingual flair to the sport of archery. Archery’s roots lie lost in layer
after layer of history, myth, and legend world-wide. From North America to Europe, over the African continent and across Asia Minor, Asia, Russia
and into Japan and Australia, archery truly is a world-wide endeavor of competition and survival. Along with this world-wide flair of the game comes
its natural ‘vocabulary’ of many, many languages, each with their own unique blends of history and ethnicity.

In this, the first crossword of a series, the emphasis will be on the French language, with some words from Japanese and Russian. It is my intent
to provide readers, world-wide, the opportunity to use their problem-solving skills, love of the game of archery, and their basic language skills to solve
a series of puzzles involving the use of English clues with foreign language responses. At the same time, I hope that it also broadens the horizons and
stimulates curiosity among our readers to investigate further into the sport of kings. I further hope you enjoy learning , among other things, the words
for “bow” or “archery” in at least five languages and the parts of the bow in Japanese.
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There are numerous methods that can be used to
prepare for outdoor field or target rounds. The
most common method in use is to practice the
course, arrow after arrow, trying to shoot as close
to a perfect score as you can get. Problems arise
when the shooter takes their indoor setup out-
doors and attempts to shoot his 20 yard setup at
longer distances. Many shooters simply increase
the poundage to a certain point, and then spend
a little time tuning and sighting in. Little
thought is given to the little nuances and differ-
ences in equipment that can and will negatively
affect your field or target scores.

This article will deal with outdoor equip-
ment preparation, those little things that can
and will translate into some added points to
your scores. The next article will predominantly
deal with the practice techniques that a shooter
can use to add even more points to the score and
assist in preparation for tournaments in all ter-
rain and weather. Some items will be repeated
from the first article simply because they are
considered ‘critical items’ and deserve the added
emphasis.

Equipment Tips—The Bow
Most shooters claim that they practice for
field tournaments “like they would shoot a
tournament.” Do they really practice what
they preach? Here are some tips to help you
rid yourself of some of the often overlooked
aspects of outdoor equipment setup that eat
away at your potential to achieve higher

scores when shooting outdoors under ideal or
less than ideal conditions.
1. Check your strings, nocking point, d-loop

condition, peep height, arrow rest, site exten-
sion, scope, rod, and lens, brace height, axle-
to-axle length, and cam timing before shoot-
ing. 
a. Cams should be marked so that you can

tell at a glance if a cable or string has
stretched, or something was jarred out of
position. You should have all the impor-
tant details written down and marked on
your bow or bow square so that you have
a consistent reference. If you are not
checking that bow or don’t have things
marked, you are inviting disaster at the
wrong time, and a lot of frustration
if/when something does happen.

b. Check the bolts on your sight block (the
part that bolts to the side of the sight
window). These bolts are notorious for
coming loose, and if they do, you will
find yourself shooting all over the target
for no apparent reason.

c. Check the bolts that connect your limb
pockets to the riser.

d. If your bow has modular cams, check the
bolts on the modules. Do not over tighten
these bolts! Stripping them out is com-
mon and then, either you cannot get them
loose if you need to or they work loose
and you cannot get them secured proper-
ly.

Proactive 
Outdoor Preparation

—The Bow, Arrows, and Nocks



e. Mark your limb bolts for positioning. Many
bows have limb locks on them, but it is a
good practice to mark the limb bolt posi-
tion for a visual reference. Limb bolts can
and will back out on you, and if you don’t
have a reference, you’ll never know it if this
happens. My personal technique is to mark
them parallel with the riser, with the marks
facing each other at the limb butt end of
each limb.

f. Tie in that peep site securely. If the peep site
moves even slightly, you are going to have
problems shooting either low or high,
depending upon which way it has moved.
The distance between the top of your arrow
nock and the peep should be written down
or marked so that you can check it instant-
ly. More about the peep site will be dis-
cussed in the next article.

g. Check and mark the arrow rest positioning.
Most people simply tune in their arrow rest,
and trust the bolts and screws to hold it in
place. Then, when something comes loose,
they have no means of checking it to see if
something has changed. You might get away
with this when shooting indoors as the
movement might only take you out of the
X. However, outdoors, even a slight move-
ment will most likely take you out of the
bull or worse at the longer distances. One
technique is to use a business card to mark
how high up the rest tips sit from the arrow
shelf, and also how far out the tips of the
prongs or the near side of the rest is from
the inside of the sight window. If a screw
comes loose, you would then be able to
instantly check to see if it has moved or not.
Without it, you are lost.

h. If you are shooting with a d-loop, measure
the gross length of the piece of d-loop materi-
al, and pre-melt several spares. Have these
in your quiver and ready to go. When
replacing a d-loop, remove only one end of
the loop at a time. Never completely
remove the d-loop and try to get it “close.”
You might get away with this indoors, but
outdoors, you will never get away with
“close” being anywhere near good enough.
For example, my gross d-loop starting
length is 43⁄8 inches.

A 20-yard tune is simply that, a 20-yard tune.
The equipment setup for shooting ‘fat shafts’ at one
given distance rarely, if ever, will work for field or
target shooting. Even if the shooter’s equipment is
set up with correctly spined and sized arrows for
indoors, it is rare indeed for this “20-yard setup” to
work well at all distances. The peep site height, and
even peep hole diameter will probably have to be
changed. Pressure and nocking points, and in many
cases, minor changes in poundage may well be
required to get the most forgiving set up for the out-
door, longer distance rounds to be encountered. The
size of the circle or dot in your scope, a highly per-
sonal item, may well have to be changed to help you
solidify your aiming process. You may even end up
having to change scope magnification for outdoors
to settle you down or to improve your target clarity
and acquisition.

Equipment Tips—The Arrows
1. Group shoot your dozen arrows, and mark each

group of four. One common technique is to mark
the arrows that group the tightest from 50 to 65
yards as “11, 12, 13, and 14.” Those that group
not quite as well but still hold good at 35 to 50
yards can be marked “21, 22, 23, and 24.” Those
that hold things very well from 15 to 30 yards can
be marked “31, 32, 33, and 34. Finally, those that
just don’t hold the line, but will still be accurate up
close can be your “bunny arrows and maybe the
“15- yarder” arrows and marked as “41, 42, 43,
and 44.” 
a. The point here is that you avoid shooting your

“prime stock” arrows (11-14) at all the targets
and reserve them for the longer distances. Why
take the chance of extreme damage or “robin-
hooding” of the best of the lot? You cannot do
this if you don’t have a system for labeling them
so that you know which ones are which. 

b. There can even be arrows in the same dozen that
won’t group at any distance with the others and
may have to be re-fletched, retried, or even dis-
carded. In addition, when shooting your score,
any arrow that goes away from the “group” of
your arrows should probably be pulled out of the
target first and then go into the “penalty box.”
There will be more on this very item in the next
article.

2. If you can afford it, have two sets of arrows, one
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for practice sessions and another set for tourna-
ment shooting. Both sets need to be marked accord-
ingly with the same system used to keep you con-
sistent in how and when they are used.

3. Check all your arrows before and after each practice
session. With the advent of all carbon arrows, this is
especially important. Even if you didn’t have arrow
glance-offs, those carbon arrows can, and will, fail.
This is for safety and peace of mind as much as
anything. A loose vane or feather can have an effect
on arrow impact points. Don’t limit your check to
just the shaft. Check the vanes to make sure they
are still adhered to the shaft fully, check the points
to make sure they are tight, and check the
nocks/nock inserts as well. A loose vane will not fly
right, and will not impact with the other arrows
and it is too late when a “flier” that nets you a “4”
or worse is found to only have a loose vane on it.

Equipment Tips—Nocks
1. Routinely change and check your arrow nocks. If you

do not want to check them, then perhaps you
should set up a regular schedule of changing your
nocks. They are the most overlooked piece of
equipment you have. They do crack and they do
bend. It is too late to discover these problems five
or six targets into a tournament.

2. Nock orientation. Probably one thing that is really
overlooked a lot by many shooters is the orienta-
tion of the arrow nock with regard to how the
arrow sits on the arrow rest. The arrow nocks must
be aligned the same with each arrow to insure that
the vanes are going over or thru the rest at the same
starting position every time. With shoot-around or
shoot-through arrow rests, this is very, very critical.
A misaligned nock can really wreak havoc on
impact points and arrow grouping. If you are
shooting a launcher type arrow rest or, especially, a
springy arrow rest, then this nock alignment is
highly critical. When I was using the springy rest
exclusively, once an arrow was impacting with the
rest of the group, I physically scribed a scratch
mark on each shaft. I scribed the scratch on the
shaft or insert directly in line with the mold mark
on the nock. This made it absolutely sure that I
could place a new nock on the shaft and get it
aligned as close as humanely possible every time,
and I didn’t need a jig to get the job done. 
a. Even with the advent of fall-away rests, there can

be vane contact with the bow shelf due to mis-

alignment or inconsistent alignment of your
arrow nocks. There can even be contact with the
cables and, in some instances, the lanyard that
operates the uplifting of the fall-away rest
launcher arm. I see many, many shooters shoot-
ing their fall-away rests with high profile vanes
or feathers and they have the “index vane” point-
ing downwards. In my opinion, this increases the
odds of having fletching contact on the support
arm for the arrow launcher, or the bow’s arrow
shelf, or even both. While nock rotation being
perfect is less critical with a fall-away rest, there
are still potential problems that can be avoided if
you just think things through. Since the rest is
falling away in a downward movement, in my
opinion, it just doesn’t make sense to have the
feather or vane, which is in many cases 3⁄8 of an
inch high in profile, oriented downward. I feel it
is a potential source of contact that is often over-
looked completely.

3. Center serving and the fit of the nock on the string.
Another overlooked item by many field and target
shooters is how the nocks fit on the string. Nocks
that fit too tightly or too loosely will not shoot the
same and will impact differently. Arrows with new
nocks will impact differently from the other arrows
in the set that have old nocks. One way to help this
situation is to check all the nocks in the package
for correct nock fit and group them accordingly. I
throw away nocks that fit way too tightly, and set
aside nocks that are too loose.
a. When replacing a nock, make it a practice to

push it on and pull it off the string 25 or 30
times before putting it on the arrow or before
shooting that arrow. Since the other arrows have
been shot numerous times, those nocks are bro-
ken in or worn to the point that they fit proper-
ly, whereas the “new nock” isn’t. It just pays to
try to get a little more consistency. After all a lost
point in score is a point lost forever.

b. When replacing your bow string center serving,
make sure to wrap your serving in the same
direction as it was before you replaced it. This
will avoid you having to do it again. You will
find that if you don’t, your peep site will rotate
around and won’t align correctly.

c. When replacing your bow string center serving,
make sure to check the nock fit for the arrows
you are shooting or, better yet, just replace those
nocks on the arrows and set the server more or
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less tightly (it doesn’t take much) to correctly fit
those new nocks. If you don’t replace the nocks,
then adjust the tightness of the serving so that
your arrow nocks fit the string correctly. This
will save you loads of grief once you start to
shoot the bow again.

What I have discussed in this article are some key
elements to equipment preparation for the outdoor
season. Special attention to these, and of course
other details can help to improve your scoring simply
because you have taken the time to get your equip-
ment as consistent and fool proof as you possibly
can. There are other methods not mentioned, and
not all the methods above may even be new to you.
If you don’t try them, you’ll never know. What I have
outlined above does work for me and has worked for
many shooters I’ve helped over the years. Remember,
it is the little things that are often overlooked or
skipped that are the real score robbers. Once you are
at the middle-to-top level in your skills, the differ-
ence may well be an item listed above.

In my next article, I will discuss practicing pro-
actively for outdoor field and target shooting. It has
its applications in the 3-D venue as well. Items com-
ing include wind shooting, draw length enhance-
ments for uphill and downhill shooting, preloading
the shot, practicing “Kentucky windage,” and many
other little score robbers often overlooked because
the shooters are too busy trying to hit the center of
the center every time, under only ideal conditions
that rarely exist during a tournament situation.

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance

Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

Name 

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00

Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CC# exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331

National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10

Redlands, CA 92373
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Tom Dorigatti has been in competitive archery for over 35
years. During that time, he has managed no fewer than 20 indoor
& outdoor archery leagues and incentive programs for various
clubs and archery shops. In addition, Tom has been tournament
chairman or director for numerous local, state, and even section-
al level tournaments. Tom managed his first archery league in
1970. Each time, Tom took the good and the bad from leagues he
had managed and leagues he had participated in, and formulat-
ed plans for the next one.

Tom is also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles cur-
rently adorning these pages.
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